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Independence Testing for Multivariate Time Series
Ronak Mehta1, Jaewon Chung1, Cencheng Shen2, Ting Xu3, and Joshua T. Vogelstein1∗
Abstract. Complex data structures such as time series are increasingly present in modern data science problems. A fun-
damental question is whether two such time-series are statistically dependent. Many current approaches make
parametric assumptions on the random processes, only detect linear association, require multiple tests, or forfeit
power in high-dimensional, nonlinear settings. Estimating the distribution of any test statistic under the null is non-
trivial, as the permutation test is invalid. This work juxtaposes distance correlation (Dcorr) and multiscale graph
correlation (MGC) from independence testing literature and block permutation from time series analysis to address
these challenges. The proposed nonparametric procedure is valid and consistent, building upon prior work by char-
acterizing the geometry of the relationship, estimating the time lag at which dependence is maximized, avoiding the
need for multiple testing, and exhibiting superior power in high-dimensional, low sample size, nonlinear settings.
Neural connectivity is analyzed via fMRI data, revealing linear dependence of signals within the visual network and
default mode network, and nonlinear relationships in other networks. This work uncovers a first-resort data analysis
tool with open-source code available, directly impacting a wide range of scientific disciplines.
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1 Introduction Time series data are ubiquitous in fields such as neuroscience, finance, and soci-
ology, among many others. Consequently, many data analysis and machine learning settings involve
determining the relationship between two jointly-observed time series (Xt, Yt). While further analy-
sis can involve predicting the value of one series given an observation of the other, or analyzing the
geometric and temporal nature of the relationship, the first step is determining whether a discernible
relationship exists [23]. In the case of phenomena X and Y for which independent and identically-
distributed (i.i.d.) observations can be drawn, this question translates to whether the random variables
X and Y are independent. In the discrete time series setting, it can be interpreted as whether compo-
nents of the time series Xt and Yt−j spaced j timesteps apart are independent for various values of
j.
Current approaches to general independence testing include kernel methods such as Hilbert-
Schmidt Information Criterion (HSIC) [8, 9], and distance-based methods such as distance correlation
(DCorr) [21, 22]. Sejdinovic et al. [17] and Shen and Vogelstein [18] have shown distance-based and
kernel-based methods are equivalent in testing and only differ because their default kernel or metric
choice is different. Multiscale graph correlation (MGC) [20, 23] is an optimized, multiscale version of
DCorr that retains the ability to operate on virtually any modality of data (such as Euclidean data,
shapes, images, networks), while also characterizing many types of geometric relationships, and en-
joying significantly better power at low sample sizes and high dimensionality. Competitors can require
2-3 times samples to achieve the same power as MGC in these settings [23]. However, almost all cor-
relation and dependence estimators (including DCorr, HSIC, and MGC) assume that observations from
either modality are i.i.d., which is only true for trivial time series.
For temporally-dependent data such as functional magnetic resonance images (fMRI), dynamic so-
cial networks, and financial indices, independence testing procedures are limited [11]. Researchers
often resort to measures of linear dependence such as autocorrelation and cross-correlation, ruling out
potential nonlinear relationships [11]. Generally, time series are assumed stationary so that determi-
nations of Xt |= Yt−j (where |= denotes independence) vary only in the lag j and not the time index
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t. The instantaneous time problem of detecting only whether Xt |= Yt is explored in Chwialkowski and
Gretton [1], while testing Xt |= Yt−j separately for each |j| ≤ M is examined in Chwialkowski et al.
[2] via multiple tests. Our approach builds upon these prior works by carefully considering several
application-driven desiderata that, to our knowledge, have yet to be addressed.
• Retaining strong power in low sample size, high-dimensionality time series, as is common in biomed-
ical and neuroimaging data.
• Deciphering the latent geometry of the relationship during the process of estimating the p-value,
circumventing issues of post-selection inference [23].
• Avoiding multiple test correction by inspecting whether the time series are dependent at all within
some temporal neighborhood, as opposed to asking which lags exhibit dependence and which do not.
• Identifying the time lag at which dependence between the series is maximized.
Thus, the goal of this work is to apply the principles of MGC to nonparametrically test whether Xt |= Yt−j
for all j ≤ M against the alternative of dependence at some j ≤ M . In achieving this goal, we
present an approach general enough to extend any i.i.d. independence test to a valid time series test
under reasonable assumptions. This provides a natural temporal extension of DCorr as well. For
serially-dependent data, even after determining a reasonable test statistic to measure dependence
between time series, computing or estimating the distribution of the statistic under the null hypothesis
of independence presents an additional challenge. While the permutation test procedure is common
among nonparametric hypothesis tests, it requires the exchangeability of observations in the sample.
This property is not satisfied by time series, and this concern is addressed via a block permutation
testing approach.
We propose two statistical independence tests for two multidimensional time series: cross-distance
correlation (DCorrX) and cross multiscale graph correlation (MGCX), based on DCorr and MGC, respec-
tively. A reasonable definition of dependence between time series is proposed both for the population
and sample level, as well as a block permutation procedure to estimate the null distribution and p-value.
Additionally, our procedure estimates the time lag at which this dependence is maximized, further char-
acterizing the temporal nature of the relationship. We prove that these tests are both valid and consis-
tent under quite general modeling assumptions. Finally, we present an analysis of neural connectivity
via fMRI data and MGCX, in which we determine that the signals within default mode network and vis-
ual network of the brain exhibit linear relationships, while other networks show nonlinear relationships.
These methods expand the scope of traditional independence testing to complex, non-i.i.d. settings,
accelerating research capabilities in neuroscience, econometrics, sociology, and other fields.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation Let Z be the integers {...,−1, 0, 1, ...}, N be the non-negative integers {0, 1, 2, ...}, R
be the real line (−∞,∞), and [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}. Let FX , FY , and FX,Y represent the marginal and
joint distributions of random variables X and Y , whose realizations exist in X and Y, respectively.
Similarly, Let FXt , FYs , and F(Xt,Ys) represent the marginal and joint distributions of the time-indexed
random variables Xt and Ys at timesteps t and s. For this work, assume X = Rp and Y = Rq. Finally,
let {(Xt, Yt)}∞t=−∞ represent the full, jointly-sampled time series, structured as a countably long list of
observations (Xt, Yt).
2.2 Problem Statement To formalize the problem, consider a strictly stationary time series {(Xt, Yt)}∞t=−∞,
with the observed sample {(X1, Y1), ..., (Xn, Yn)}. Choose some M ∈ N, the “maximum lag" hyperpa-
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rameter. We test the independence of two series via the following hypotheses.
H0 : FXt,Yt−j = FXtFYt−j for each j ∈ {0, 1, ...,M}
HA : FXt,Yt−j 6= FXtFYt−j for some j ∈ {0, 1, ...,M}
The null hypothesis implies that for any (M + 1)-length stretch in the time series, Xt is pairwise inde-
pendent of present and past values Yt−j spaced j timesteps away (including j = 0). A corresponding
test for whether Yt is dependent on past values of Xt is available by swapping the labels of each time
series. Finally, the hyperparameter M governs the maximum number of timesteps in the past for which
we check the influence of Yt−j on Xt. This M can be chosen for computation considerations, as well
as for specific subject matter purposes, e.g. a signal from one region of the brain might only be able
to influence another within 20 time steps implies M = 20. Instead of testing the null at each lag, we
wish to answer the more general question of whether dependence exists at all and leave room for more
specialized analysis.
2.3 Linear Dependence in Time Series We first review canonical dependence measures for time
series. For a stationary time series, {Xt}∞t=−∞, linear dependence is measured with the autocovariance
function (ACVF) at lag j ∈ N.
ACVF(j) = Cov(Xt, Xt+j)
The normalized autocorrelation function (ACF) is defined as:
ACF(j) = ACVF(j)ACVF(0)
To compute the empirical estimates, compute the empircal Pearson’s correlation on the dataset {(X1, Xj+1),
. . . , (Xn−j , Xn)}.
Analogously, given two stationary time series {(Xt, Yt)}∞t=−∞, the crosscovariance function (CCVF)
at lead/lag j ∈ Z is defined as:
CCVF(j) = Cov(Xt, Yt+j)
The normalized crosscorrelation function (CCF) is defined as:
CCF(j) = CCVF(j)√
ACVFXt(0)ACVFYt(0)
CCF measures pairwise linear dependence between components from either time series. The sample
equivalents are computed when given {X1, ..., Xn−j} and {Yj+1, ..., Yn} by taking the sample covari-
ance and correlation. Plotting the estimates of this function is often the first resort for a researcher
wishing to investigate the relationships within observations (ACF) or between observations (CCF). A
result due to Bartlett gives 95% confidence bands ±1.96√
n
for these estimates, and statistical programs
such as R typically automatically overlay them on ACF and CCF plots made using built-in functions.
However, this confidence interval is only accurate for linear time series, as in Xt = µ+
∑∞
i=−∞ ψiZt−i
where µ, φj ∈ R and Zj ∼ N (0, τ2) for τ2 > 0. For nonlinear models, these bands can be mislead-
ing, and ad-hoc analysis of the ACF or CCF plot can lead to false conclusions [16]. The well-known
Ljung-Box statistic makes use of these functions in testing for autocorrelatedness of time series.
Ljung-Box = n(n+ 2)
M∑
j=1
ACF2(j)
n− j
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While suitable for tests for linear dependence, as a test for general dependence, LB performs poorly [5].
We are therefore interested in estimating a function similar to the CCVF/CCF that will capture nonlinear
dependencies. For this reason, we turn to measures of general dependence.
2.4 Distance and Kernel Measures of Dependence We describe two equivalent methods to quan-
tify general dependence between random variables, before adapting them to the time series setting.
Consider random variables X ∈ Rp and Y ∈ Rq, with finite first and second moments. The distance
covariance function is defined as
DCov(X,Y ) = E
[||X −X ′||2||Y − Y ′||2]
+ E
[||X −X ′||2] · E [||Y − Y ′||2]
− 2E [||X −X ′||2||Y − Y ′′||2] ,
where (X ′, Y ′) and (X ′′, Y ′′) are independent copies of (X,Y ). DCov(X,Y ) is 0 if and only if X and
Y are independent and non-zero otherwise [17, 22]. In fact, the distance || · − · ||2 can be replaced by
any metric dX : Rp → R≥0 and dY : Rq → R≥0, and the same independence condition will hold, as
long as dX and dY are of strong negative type. [18] We can also represent this function as
DCov(X,Y ) =
∫
Rp×Rq
|E[gXY (u, v)]− E[gX(u)]E[gY (v)]]|2w(u, v)dudv
where E[gXY (u, v)] = E[ei(u
TX+vTY )] is the joint characteristic function of (X,Y ), E[gX(u)] = E[eiu
TX ]
and E[gY (v)] = E[eiv
TY ] represent the marginal characteristic functions with i =
√−1. w(u, v) is a
weight function defined by:
w(u, v) = (cpcq|u|1+p|v|1+q)−1
cp =
pi(1+p)/2
Γ((1 + p)/2)
cq =
pi(1+q)/2
Γ((1 + q)/2)
In this representation, it is apparent that independence implies the equality of joint characteristic func-
tion and the product of the marginals, setting the integral to 0.
This function can be normalized to the distance correlation function DCorr as such:
DCorr(X,Y ) =

DCov(X,Y )√
DCov(X,X)DCov(Y,Y )
DCov(X,X)DCov(Y, Y ) > 0
0 DCov(X,X)DCov(Y, Y ) = 0
DCorr(X,Y ) is bounded between 0 and 1, similar to the absolute value of Pearson’s correlation. Unlike
the case of Pearson’s correlation, however, dependent but uncorrelated random variables will have
nonzero values for DCov(X,Y ) and DCorr(X,Y ). Take for example, X ∼ N (0, 1) and Y = X2.
Cov(X,Y ) = 0 while DCorr(X,Y ) ≈ 0.782. Therefore, distance covariance and correlation make a
desirable measure of dependence, whether linear or nonlinear.
Similarly, given kernel functions k : Rp×Rp → R and l : Rq ×Rq → R, the Hilbert-Schmidt
Information Criterion is defined as
HSIC(X,Y ) = E
[
k(X,X ′)l(Y, Y ′)
]
+ E
[
k(X,X ′)
] · E [l(Y, Y ′)]
− 2E [k(X,X ′)l(Y, Y ′′)]
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The HSIC(X,Y ) parameter is the distance between the mean embeddings of FXY and FXFY in the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated to v((x, y), (x′, y′)) = k(x, x′)l(y, y′). If k and l are char-
acteristic, then this distance is 0 if and only if X and Y are independent. DCov and HSIC both have
canonical estimators, and independence test can be constructed for i.i.d. data by sampling permuta-
tions of the data and recomputing the estimator, forming an estimate of its distribution under the null.
As shown in Shen and Vogelstein [18], for any observed sample {(xi, yi)}ni=1, there exists a bijection
between distances and kernels given by the following.
dˆk(xi, xj) = max
s,t∈[n]
k(xs, xt)− k(xi, xj)
kˆd(xi, xj) = max
s,t∈[n]
d(xs, xt)− d(xi, xj)
DCov and HSIC-based tests conducted using d and kˆd (or k and dˆk) will be exactly equivalent in the
sense that the finite-sample p-value will always be the same under a permutation test. Thus, these
methods differ only in particular choice of kernel or metric, and not in kind. [18] While there exist
distance-based approaches to testing for serial general dependence within one time series, such a
problem requires no special attention with regard to estimating the p-value. Under the null the series
is i.i.d., hence exchangeable, so a regular permutation test can be conducted [5]. For detecting asso-
ciation between time series, kernel-based procedures exist for testing at each lag individually [1] [2].
Recalling our original desiderata from Section 1, we wish to exploit the superior power of MGC over
HSIC-based and DCov-based tests, as well as its ability to characterize structure, to build an omnibus
test that is useful in many practical scenarios. We review these previous approaches in Section 2.6, as
well as the MGC procedure for i.i.d. data in Section 2.7.
2.5 Spectral Independence Tests in Time Series Nonlinear forms of dependence within a single
time series have been addressed via adaptations of frequency-domain methods, as opposed to test-
ing dependence between two series. The standardized spectral density of a stationary time series is
defined as
h(ω) =
1
2pi
∞∑
j=−∞
ACF(j)e−ijω,
the Fourier transform of the ACF. In white noise settings (the time series in uncorrelated with itself at var-
ious lags), h(ω) is uniform, as all frequencies are represented equally in the spectrum. Deviation from
uniformity implies autocorrelatedness of the time series. Similarly, Hong [12] defines the generalized
spectral density
f(ω, u, v) =
1
2pi
∞∑
j=−∞
σj(u, v)e
−ijω
with σj(u, v) = |E[gXt,Xt−j (u, v)] − E[gXt(u)]E[gXt−j (v)]|2. Deviations of the generalized spectral
density from uniformity imply dependence [12]. To generate a test statistic based on this observation,
Fokianos and Pitsillou [6] use: ∫ pi
−pi
||fˆn(ω, u, v)− fˆ0(ω, u, v)||2wdω
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where fˆn(ω, u, v) is an estimate of the generalized spectral density, and fˆ0(ω, u, v) = 12pi σˆ0(u, v) is
an estimate of the uniform density under the assumption of independence, and || · ||w is a weighted
L2-norm with respect to some weight function w(u, v). Fokianos and Pitsillou [6] gives kernel-type
estimators for the spectrum (as is common in spectral estimation [3]), and using the weight function
described in Section 2.4, the statistic simplifies to a Ljung-Box type:∫ pi
−pi
||fˆn(ω, u, v)− fˆ0(ω, u, v)||2wdω =
2
pi
n−1∑
j=1
(
1− j
n
)
κ2
(
j
h
)
DCovn(Xt, Xt−j)
where κ(·) is a kernel function, h is a bandwidth parameter, and DCovn is an estimate of DCov described
in Section 2.7. Fokianos and Pitsillou [6] offer consistency results for a test of serial dependence based
on this test statistic, when h = cnλ for c > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1).
2.6 Kernel Tests for Independence between Time Series The current state-of-the-art in nonpara-
metric dependence testing between time series employ the HSIC parameter, with two tests. In both
procedures, estimators of HSIC(Xt, Yt−j) are proposed, where j = 0 is called an instantaneous time
test, and j > 0 is called a multilag test [1, 2]. Specifically, let z = (x, y) ∈ Rp×Rq, let S4 be the set
of permutations pi of four elements, and let k : Rp×Rp → R and l : Rq ×Rq → R be characteristic
kernels. Then, define
h(z1, z2, z3, z4) =
1
4!
∑
pi∈S4
k(xpi(1), xpi(2))[l(ypi(1), ypi(2)) + l(ypi(3), ypi(4))− 2l(ypi(2), ypi(3))].
Consider the V -statistic induced by core h and data corpus Z.
V (h, Z) =
1
n4
∑
1≤i1≤...≤i4≤n
h(Zi1 , Zi2 , Zi3 , Zi4)
The normalized V -statistics is n · V (h, Z). This statistic is used to construct kernel tests of time series
dependence. The p-value of an observed statistic can be estimated in various ways. For the instan-
taneous time test in Chwialkowski and Gretton [1], for every c ∈ {c : 0 ≤ A ≤ c ≤ B ≤ n}, the
series Sct = Yt+c mod n is generated. A and B are chosen such that the dependence of Xt and S
c
t
(and neighboring observations) is negligible. With Z = {(Xt, Sct )}nt=1, V (h, Z) is computed on each of
the B − A + 1 shifted replicates, and this set is taken as an approximation of the null distribution for
the test statistic. We refer to this method as ShiftHSIC in our simulations. In Chwialkowski et al. [2],
an auxiliary wild bootstrap process {Wt,n}nt=1 is generated for each replicate. Letting Z be the original
data corpus, and W˜t,n = Wt,n − 1n
∑n
j=1Wj,n be the centered process, the statistics
Vb1(h, Z) =
1
n4
∑
1≤i1≤...≤i4≤n
Wi1,nWi2,nh(Zi1 , Zi2 , Zi3 , Zi4)
Vb2(h, Z) =
1
n4
∑
1≤i1≤...≤i4≤n
W˜i1,nW˜i2,nh(Zi1 , Zi2 , Zi3 , Zi4)
comprise the estimated null distribution of two variants of the WildHSIC test. WildHSICcan be used
to construct a multilag test (testing whether Xt and Yt−j are independent for all |j| ≤< M for some
arbitrary, fixed M ). This is done by conducting the test at each lag j, and imposing a Bonferroni
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correction α 7→ α2M+1 , with α being the desired false positive rate. This method is called WildHSIC
in our simulations, with “Type 1" referring to the test that employs Vb1 and “Type 2" for that of Vb2. In
both cases, the asymptotic distributions of the test statistics are characterized, a theoretical step we
have not pursued in this work. We also wish to avoid testing multiple hypotheses in our approach, and
compare against both approaches in experiments.
2.7 Multiscale Graph Correlation (MGC) The MGC test statistic builds upon the empirical estimate
for DCorr. Given sample {(X1, Y1), ..., (Xn, Yn)}, an empirical estimate DCovn(X,Y ) is computed as
follows. Generate two n×n distance matrices [aij ] = ||Xi−Xj ||2 and [bij ] = ||Yi−Yj ||2, respectively.
Column center the matrices [aij ] and [bij ]. This yields matrices A and B:
Aij = aij − 1
n− 1
n∑
s=1
asj
Define Bij equivalently. Finally, compute:
DCovn(X,Y ) =
1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1,j=1
AijBji
Column centering guarantees consistency of the estimator for the population DCorr [20]. Other cen-
tering schemes and their respective advantages are discussed in Shen et al. [20]. The statistic is
normalized to produce
DCorrn(X,Y ) =

DCovn(X,Y )√
DCovn(X,X)DCovn(Y,Y )
DCovn(X,X)DCovn(Y, Y ) > 0
0 DCovn(X,X)DCovn(Y, Y ) = 0
MGC builds on the distance correlation test statistic by retaining only the distances that are most infor-
mative toward the relationship between X and Y . Specifically, let A and B be the centered distance
matrices above. Define Gk and H l to be the k-nearest and l-nearest neighbor matrices, respectively.
Gkij = 1 indicates that Aij is within the smallest k values of the i-th row of A, and similarly for H
l
[20, 23]. Define:
DCovk,ln (X,Y ) =
∑
i,j
AijG
k
ijBijH
l
ij
DCorrk,ln =
DCovk,ln (X,Y )√
DCovk,kn (X,X)× DCovl,ln (Y, Y )
MGCn(X,Y ) = smoothed maxk,l
{
DCorrk,ln
}
The test statistic MGCn(X,Y ) is the smoothed maximum of the DCorrk,ln over k and l, giving this
statistic better finite-sample performance, as opposed to DCorr [20], for many nonlinear settings. The
test also returns k and l that achieve this maximum, denotes the “optimal scale". kn and
l
n are called
the “normalized optimal scale". If both k and l are equal to n, then the relationship is assumed to be
linear [23]. That MGC provides information about the geometric nature of the relationship has proven to
be a useful feature.
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3 The DCorrX and MGCX independence tests Recall the problem statement in Section 2.2, that is
given {(X1, Y1), ..., (Xn, Yn)} ∼ F{(Xt,Yt)}nt=1 , we test:
H0 : FXt,Yt−j = FXtFYt−j for all j ∈ {0, 1, ...,M},
HA : FXt,Yt−j 6= FXtFYt−j for some j ∈ {0, 1, ...,M}
Our proposed procedure comprises of suitable measure of dependence, its estimator as a test statistic,
and a resampling procedure to estimate the p-value of the observed test statistic.
Define the cross-distance correlation at lag j as
DCorr(j) := DCorr(Xt, Yt−j).
Where DCorr(·, ·) is the distance correlation function described in Section 2.4. Assuming strict sta-
tionarity of {(Xt, Yt)} is important in even defining DCorr(j), as the parameter depends only on the
spacing j, and not the timestep t of Xt and Yt−j . Similarly, let DCorrn(j) be its estimator, with MGCn(j)
being the MGC test statistic evaluated for {Xt} and {Yt−j} (see Sections 2.4 and 2.7). The DCorrX test
statistic is
DCorrXMn =
M∑
j=0
(
n− j
n
)
· DCorrn(j).
Similarly, the MGCX test statistic is
MGCXMn =
M∑
j=0
(
n− j
n
)
· MGCn(j).
While MGCX is more computationally intensive than DCorrX, MGCX employs multiscale analysis to
achieve better finite-sample power in high-dimensional, nonlinear, and structured data settings [13,
20, 23].
Block Permutation Procedure Let Tn represent either of the test statistics above. To compute the p-
value, one needs to estimate the null distribution of Tn, namely its distribution under the assumption of
independence. A typical permutation test would permute the indices {1, 2, 3, ..., n}, reorder the series
{Yt} according to this permutation, and Tn would be computed on {Xt} and the reordered {Yt}. This
procedure would be repeated R times, generating R samples of the test statistic under the null. This
permutation test requires exchangeability of the sequence {Yt}, which would be true in the i.i.d. case,
but is generally violated in the time series case. Instead, a block permutation captures the dependence
between elements of the series, as described in [16]. Letting d·e be the ceiling function, this procedure
partitions the list of indices into size b “blocks", and permutes the dnb e blocks in order to generate
samples of the test statistic under the null. Specifically,
1. Choose a random permutation of the indices {0, 1, 2, ..., dnb e}. For example, for sample size n = 100
and block size b = 5, there are nb = 20 possible blocks of the series that can be made.
2. For block index i in the dnb e indices, produce block
Bi = (Ybi+1, Ybi+2, ..., Ybi+b),
which is a section of the series {Yt}. If n = 100, b = 5 and i = 7, one can make a block out of the
section (Y36, Y35, ..., Y40). If bi + j is greater than n for any i, j, we apply mod n to restart the indices
from 1.
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3. Concatenate B1, B2, ..., Bdn
b
e to form the new series {Y ′1 , ..., Y ′n}.
4. Compute T (r)n on the series {(Xt, Y ′t )}nt=1 for replicate r.
Repeat this procedure R times (typically R = 100 or 1000), and let
p-value(Tn) =
1
R
R∑
r=1
I{T (r)n ≥ Tn}
where I{·} is the indicator function.
Estimating the Optimal Lag To give more information as to the nature of the relationship between
the two time series, we estimate the lag j that maximizes the dependence between Xt and Yt−j (the
“optimal lag"). Denote this M∗. Both procedures yield estimators Mˆ :
MˆTn = argmax
j
(
n− j
n
)
· Tn(j),
where Tn(j) = DCorrn(j) or Tn(j) = MGCn(j), depending on the test.
4 Theoretical Results The following assumptions are shared across the consequent theorems. Proofs
are in the Appendix.
Assumption 1. {(Xt, Yt)}t is a strictly stationary process.
Assumption 2. {(Xt, Yt)}t has finite second moment.
Assumption 3. For the block permutation test procedure, we choose a block size bn and number of
permutations Rn such that as n→∞, we have
bn →∞,
bn
n
→ 0, and
Rn →∞.
Assumption 4. The following hold.
sup |FXt,Xt−j − FXtFXt−j | → 0 as j →∞,
sup |FYt,Yt−j − FYtFYt−j | → 0 as j →∞, and
sup |FXt,Yt−j − FXtFYt−j | → 0 as j →∞.
These are weak dependence conditions on the time series, in that observations approach indepen-
dence when spaced sufficiently far in time.
Assumption 5.
{[
Xt
Yt
]}
t
is nonconstant, and a continuous random variable for all t.
Next, we adopt the notation from Shen et al. [20], in that DCorrρk,ρl(X,Y ) is the population local
correlation defined as follows. Let B(c, r) be an r-ball about point c, and · denote the complex conju-
gate. Let (ρk, ρl) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] represent the normalized scale. Finally, let (X,Y ) and (X ′, Y ′) be
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sampled independently from FXY , and I(·) be the indicator function.
IρkX,X′ = I
(∫
B(X,||X−X′||)
dFX(u) ≤ ρk
)
IρlY ′,Y = I
(∫
B(Y ′,||Y−Y ′||)
dFY (u) ≤ ρl
)
hρkX (u) = (gX(u)gX′(u)− gX(u)gX′′(u))IρkX,X′
hρlY ′(v) = (gY ′(v)gY (v)− gY ′(v)gY ′′′(v))IρlY ′,Y
DCovρk,ρl(X,Y ) =
∫
Rp×Rq
{
E[hρkX (u)h
ρl
Y ′(v)]− E[hρkX (u)]E[hρlY ′(v)]
}
w(u, v)dudv
DCorrρk,ρl(X,Y ) =

DCovρk,ρl (X,Y )√
DCovρk,ρl (X,X)DCovρk,ρl (Y,Y )
DCovρk,ρl(X,X)DCovρk,ρl(Y, Y ) > 0
0 DCovρk,ρl(X,X)DCovρk,ρl(Y, Y ) = 0
For our purposes, let DCorrρk,ρl(j) be the population local distance correlation evaluated at evaluated
at (Xt, Yt−j) (with corresponding independent copy (X ′t, Y ′t−j)). DCorrk,ln (j) represents the sample lo-
cal correlation as before evaluated for time seriesXt and Yt−j , with MGCn(j) = smoothed maxk,l
{
DCorrk,ln (j)
}
,
where the smoothing is applied via the threshold procedure in Shen et al. [20]. pi : {1, 2, ..., n} →
{1, 2, ..., n} is a mapping that represents the permutation. Note that DCorr1,1(j) = DCorr(j). In the
following statements, we drop the argument j, keeping in mind that the sample and population local
correlation can be applied to a shifted time series Yt−j .
Theorem 1. For any  > 0, there exists a sufficiently large N such that for all n ≥ N ,
E
[
DCovk,ln
]
= DCovρk,ρl +O
(
1
n
)
+O()
Var
[
DCovk,ln
]
= O
(
1
n
)
+O()
Theorem 2. For each j ∈ {0, ...,M}, DCovk,ln (j) n→∞→ DCovρk,ρl(j) in probability.
Theorem 1 elucidates the bias and variance of our estimate of the population local correlation as a
function of the sample size n, allowing Theorem 2 to confirm that the estimate approaches the popula-
tion parameter as the sample size increases. This has implications for the validity and consistency of
the test.
Next, Theorem 3 shows the validity of the block permutation procedure for estimating the p-value.
Let T ∗n be the observed test statistic for either DCorrX or MGCX. Let Tn,Rn,α be the top 100(1 − α)-th
percentile of the Rn values of statistic Tn evaluated at {(Xt, Ypi(t))} for each index mapping pi.
Theorem 3. Under the null, P (T ∗n ≥ Tn,Rn,α) → α as n → ∞. DCorrX and MGCX using block
permutation are asymptotically valid.
This means that using this block permutation procedure, DCorrX and MGCX correctly controls the Type
I error for large sample size.
Theorem 4. Under the alternative, P (T ∗n ≥ Tn,Rn,α)→ 1 as n→∞. DCorrX and MGCX with block
permutation are consistent.
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Similarly, Theorem 4 states that as the sample size increases, under any alternative, the probability or
correctly rejecting the null approaches 1.
Finally, Theorem 5 inspects the optimal lag estimation technique, in that the returned MˆTn finds the
lag M∗ = argmaxj:0≤j≤M DCorr(j), at which the population DCorr(j) or MGC(j) is highest.
Theorem 5. MˆTn →M∗ in probability as n→∞.
Thus, Mˆ is a consistent estimator for M∗, correctly detecting the lag of maximal dependence.
5 Simulation Results
5.1 Power Curves The following simulations estimates the power of either test at varying sample
sizes. t represents the noise on time series {Xt} and ηt represents the noise on time series {Yt},
both generated as standard normal random variables. The included algorithms are DCorrX, MGCX,
ShiftHSIC, WildHSIC (labelled “Type 1" and “Type 2" as per Section 2.6), and the Ljung-Box test
using cross-correlation with block permutation.
No Dependence The process below represents two independent, stationary autoregressive time series
with lag one, commonly denoted AR(1):
(5.1)
[
Xt
Yt
]
=
[
φ 0
0 φ
] [
Xt−1
Yt−1
]
+
[
t
ηt
]
.
In this case, the independence test should control the rejection probability by some desired significance
level α. While the block permutation procedure is asymptotically valid, Figure 1 shows validity for
this process at sample sizes as low as n=70 with 1000 permutation replicates. We also conduct the
simulation from Chwialkowski and Gretton [1], increasing the AR coefficient φ and appropriately down-
weight the noise variance by (1 − φ2) to inspect the false positive rate (FPR). While most algorithms
adhere to the false positive rate of 0.05 for n ≥ 20, WildHSIC Type 1 has an FPR of nearly 1 for low
sample sizes.
Linear Dependence This process presents a case of linear correlation.
(5.2)
[
Xt
Yt
]
=
[
0 φ
φ 0
] [
Xt−1
Yt−1
]
+
[
t
ηt
]
Such a dependence should be detectable by the CCF. Figure 2 (left) shows the result of DCorrX,
which operates on the global scale by design (which is optimal here) while MGCX might choose a local
scale (not (n,n)) due to random variation, explaining a slight decrease in power, as expected. The
Ljung-Box variant powerfully detects the linear association via cross-correlation, winning the bias-
variance tradeoff. The kernel tests do not appear to be consistent for these settings, performing at
power α for large sample size. Also of note is that the process is not instantaneously dependent, in that
Xt |= Yt, producing a dependence structure undetectable by ShiftHSIC.
Nonlinear Dependence This process presents a simple case where the time series are dependent,
but not linearly correlated. Figure 2B shows MGCX, which estimates a local scale to increase power
for each value of n, achieves greater power than DCorrX until n is large enough that DCorrX is near
power of one as well. Ljung-Box, being a linear test, is unable to consistently detect dependence in
this setting. Surprisingly, the kernel tests have power at or approaching the significance level α = 0.05.
(5.3)
[
Xt
Yt
]
=
[
tYt−1
ηt
]
.
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Figure 1: Multivariate but Independent Auto-Regressive Simulation. AR(1) simulations of the multivariate
process as in Eq 5.1 with 300 simulations. Left AR coefficient φ = 0.5 with 1000 permutation replicates. Right
Sample size is N = 1200 with 100 permutation replicates. The black dashed line represents α = 0.05. These
simulations support the claim of asymptotic validity of each approach in this independence setting.
Extinct Gaussian We also inspect power for increasing dependence in Figure 3 using the extinct Gauss-
ian process from Chwialkowski and Gretton [1]. The processes is sampled according to
(5.4)
[
Xt
Yt
]
=
[
φ 0
0 φ
] [
Xt−1
Yt−1
]
+
[
t
ηt
]
,
as in Equation 5.1, but the (t, ηt) pair are dependent, and drawn from an Extinct Gaussian distribution
with parameters δ (extinction rate) and r (radius). (t, ηt) are both initialized as independent standard
normal variables, and U is sampled from Unif(0, 1). If one of either 2t + η
2
t > r or if U > δ holds, then
(t, ηt) are returned. Otherwise, they are discarded and the process is repeated. In this process, the
dependence between t and ηt grows with extinction rate δ. Thus, power is expected to increase with
extinction rate, with MGCX showing the fastest rate in this nonlinear setting.
5.2 Optimal Lag Estimation Consider the process
(5.5)
[
Xt
Yt
]
=
[
0 φ1
φ1 0
] [
Xt−1
Yt−1
]
+
[
0 φ3
φ3 0
] [
Xt−3
Yt−3
]
+
[
t
ηt
]
.
For φ3 > φ1, there exists a stronger dependence between the Xt and Yt−3 than Xt and Yt−1. Fig-
ure 4 (top) shows that with sufficiently large n, DCorrX and MGCX always estimate the correct lag,
with DCorrX exhibiting the slightly better rate for this linear simulation. Similarly, consider the simple
nonlinear process, which has clear dependence at lag 3:
(5.6)
[
Xt
Yt
]
=
[
tYt−3
ηt
]
.
Figure 4 (bottom) shows similar phenomenon in the distribution of optimal lag estimates: they center
more tightly around the true optimal lag j = 3 for even the relatively small sample size of n = 60, with
MGCX dominating in this nonlinear setting.
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Figure 2: Dependent Auto-Regressive Linear and Nonlinear Simulations. 300 simulations are run, each with
1000 permutation replicates, with the percent of series for which each test rejects the null hypothesis recorded.
The black dashed line represents α = 0.05. Left Process 5.2: Ljung-Box, DCorrX, and MGCX are consistent
with rates ranked in that order. Right Process 5.3: MGCX and DCorrX are both consistent, with MGCX showing
superiority in the nonlinear setting. Ljung-Box is inconsistent, as it can only detect linear association. In both
panels, the kernel tests demonstrate low or decreasing power in simple cases of the alternative hypothesis.
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Figure 3: Extinct Gaussian Nonlinear Dependence Simulations 300 simulations of the process in Equation
5.4 are run, each with 100 permutation replicates and 1200 samples, with the percent of series for which each
test rejects the null hypothesis recorded. The coefficient φ = 0.2 and the radius r = 1. The extinction rate δ is
shown on the horizontal axis. The black dashed line represents α = 0.05. MGCX shows the highest sensitivity to
the dependence parameter among these algorithms in this nonlinear setting.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Optimal Lag Estimates The colored bar above lag j represents the empirical frequency
of Mˆ = j, with red being MGCX and purple being DCorrX with M = 10 and 100 trials. Top Process 5.5: The
correlated AR(3) process has true cross-correlation as a measure of dependence. For φ! = 0.1 and φ3 = 0.8,
M∗ = 3. In this linear setting, DCorrX estimates collapse about lag 3 slightly quicker than MGCX. Bottom
Process 5.6: Because Xt is nonlinearly dependent on Yt−3, cross-correlation stems are omitted. In this case
MGCX successfully captures the optimal lag with high probability for increasing sample size, quicker than DCorrX.
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ROI ID Network Shorthand Parcel Key Parcel Name
1 Visual Network Visual 1 V1
2 Visual Network Visual 23 MT
3 Visual Network Visual 18 FFC
4 Somatomotor Network SM 53 3a
5 Somatomotor Network SM 24 A1
6 Dorsal Attention Network dAtt 96 6a
7 Dorsal Attention Network dAtt 117 API
8 Dorsal Attention Network dAtt 50 MIP
9 Dorsal Attention Network dAtt 143 PGp
10 Ventral Attention Network vAtt 109 MI
11 Ventral Attention Network vAtt 148 PF
12 Ventral Attention Network vAtt 60 p32pr
13 Ventral Attention Network vAtt 38 23c
14 Limbic Network Limbic 135 TF
15 Limbic Network Limbic 93 OFC
16 FrontoParietal Network FP 83 p9-46v
17 FrontoParietal Network FP 149 PFm
18 Default Mode Network DMN 150 PGi
19 Default Mode Network DMN 65 p32pr
20 Default Mode Network DMN 161 32pd
21 Default Mode Network DMN 132 TE1a
22 Default Mode Network DMN 71 9p
Table 1: The first column displays the numeric order in which parcels appear in the following figures. The second
and third displays the network to which these parcels belong, where shorthand is used for figures. The last two
columns display the parcel number and name from the Glasser et al. [7] parcellation.
6 Analyzing Connectivity in the Human Brain The following example is from an individual (Subject
ID: 100307) of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) available for download from: https://www.humanconnectome.org/study/hcp-
young-adult/data-releases. The human cortex is parcellated into 180 parcels as per hemisphere using
HCP multi-modal parcellation atlas [7]. 22 parcels are selected as regions-of-interest (ROIs) represent-
ing various locations across the cortex. The parcels are denoted X(1), ..., X(22). Each parcel consists
of contiguous set of vertices whose fMRI signal is projected on the cortical surface. Averaging those
vertices within a parcel yields a univariate time series X(u) = (X(u)1 , ..., X
(u)
n ). In this case n = 1200.
The selected ROIs, their parcel number in the HCP multi-modal parcellation [7], and assigned network
are listed in Table 1.
Figure 5 (top left) shows the log-scale p-value of MGCX performed on each pair of parcels, with
maximum lag M = 1. Note that the test is asymmetric, resulting in an asymmetric matrix. Even with
the maximum lag set to 1, there are many dependencies within and between ROIs.
Figure 5 (top right) shows the optimal lag for each interdependency, maximum lag parameter M =
10. Within the visual (“Visual") and default mode networks (“DMN"), signals depend on each other most
strongly at the current time-step. On the other hand, regions can depend on other regions for up to 10
time-steps in the past.
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p-Value
DMN dAtt vAtt Visual FP Limbic SM
DMN
dAtt
vAtt
Visual
FP
Limbic
SM
0.56
0.32
0.18
0.10
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.01
Figure 5: Top Left For the visualized matrix Q, Quv is the resulting optimal lag of MGCX applied to {X(u)} and
{X(v)} with maximum lag M = 10. Dark blue values represent large values of optimal lag, which imply that
{X(u)} depends strongly on past values of {X(v)}. Top Right For the visualized matrix P , Puv is the resulting
p-value of MGCX applied to {X(u)} and {X(v)}) with maximum lagM = 1. Dark purple values represent p-values
that are small in orders of magnitude. Bottom For the left matrix P , Puv is the optimal scale of {(X(u)t } (divided
by n) when MGCX is applied to {(X(u)t } and {X(v)t )}) at the optimal lag Mˆ . For the right matrix Q, Quv is the
optimal scale of {(X(v)t } (divided by n) when MGCX is applied to {(X(u)t } and {X(v)t )}) at the optimal lag Mˆ . The
full optimal scale is read as the pair (Puv, Quv). A normalized optimal scale of (1,1) implies a linear relationship
between {(X(u)t } and {X(v)t )}), as present within many of the time series of the visual network and default mode
network. Deviations from (1,1) imply nonlinear relationships, which are ubiquitous within and between the other
networks.
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Finally, Figure 5 (bottom) shows the optimal scale at which the local correlation is maximized for
the pair of time series {X(u)t }t and the second {X(v)t }t. Many of the time series pairs within the default
mode network and visual network having a normalized optimal scale of (1,1). This implies a linear
dependence between the signals in these regions. In many other networks, nonlinear dependencies
are observed among pairs of signals.
7 Discussion This work introduces DCorrX and MGCX as novel approaches to independence test-
ing between multivariate time series. The procedure juxtaposes MGC from nonparametric independence
testing literature and block permutation from time series analysis to achieve a versatile first-resort pro-
cedure for paired time series data. Previous procedures either made stringent parametric or linearity
assumptions, relied on multiple tests and Bonferroni correction, did not inform subsequent inference
by revealing the geometric nature of the dependence, or exhibited uncompetitive power in nonlinear
settings. DCorrX and MGCX address these weaknesses, and are available in a well-maintained, open-
source Python package (see Section 7). While both DCorrX and MGCX are consistent, the procedures
differ via a statistical and computational gap. While MGCX is locally optimized and more powerful than
DCorrX for detecting nonlinear dependence, DCorrX claims an O(log(n)) speedup in calculating the
test statistic by necessarily choosing the global scale. In choosing the global scale DCorrX also per-
forms better in cases of linear dependence. The optimal scale in MGCX also provide insight into the
nature of the relationship without conducting post-selection inference.
DCorrX and MGCX prompt further analysis both in theory and application. Theoretically, next steps
involve extending validity and consistency results for a growing M , introducing consistency against all
alternatives. Part of the appeal of inter-point comparison methods is the ability to operate in arbitrary
spaces, so long as the corresponding metric or kernel is defined. Extending our results and inspecting
simulations for other metric spaces, such as time series of graphs and strings constitutes another fruitful
direction to explore. From a methodological viewpoint, the ideas of independence testing and block
permutation can be readily extended to other forms of dependent data, specifically spatial statistics and
geographical data [4, 10, 24].
In light of Shen et al. [19], this independence testing procedure can be made applicable to the K-
sample testing of time series problem as well. That is, given two stationary time series {Ut}nt=1 and
{Vt}mt=1, can we determine if they come from different generating processes?
The expansion of MGCX into the temporal domain motivates research in many applications, espe-
cially for biological time series, for which finite-sample testing power is crucial. In neuroscience specifi-
cally, the Human Connectome Project data can be used to characterize differential connectivity across
individuals and mental tasks/states. These analyses can easily be extended to the population level,
investigating multiple brains. The p-value matrix in Figure 5 can potentially provide a better estimate of
a connectome than one induced by Pearson’s correlation.
The functions to perform the tests are implemented in the pip installable Python package hyppo
[15], inviting researchers of all disciplines to use DCorrX and MGCX as a data analysis tool for multiple
time series analysis. The theoretical, methodological, and practical impact of DCorrX and MGCX expand
the reach of statistical principles in making scientific discovery possible.
Data and Code Availability Statement The analysis and visualization of the data was performed using
open-source Python software packages hyppo (https://hyppo.neurodata.io/) and GraSPy (https://neurodata.io/graspy/).
Analysis of ShiftHSIC and WildHSICwas performed using MATLAB code HSIC (https://github.com/kacperChwialkowski/HSIC)
and wildBootstrap (https://github.com/kacperChwialkowski/wildBootstrap), respectively.
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Appendix. The assumptions and results are listed once again below.
Assumption 1.
{[
Xt
Yt
]}
t
is a strictly stationary process.
Assumption 2.
{[
Xt
Yt
]}
t
has finite second moment.
Assumption 3. For the block permutation test procedure, we choose a block size bn and number of
permutations Rn such that as n→∞,
bn →∞
bn
n
→ 0
Rn →∞
Assumption 4. The following hold.
sup |FXt,Xt−j − FXtFXt−j | → 0 as j →∞
sup |FYt,Yt−j − FYtFYt−j | → 0 as j →∞
sup |FXt,Yt−j − FXtFYt−j | → 0 as j →∞
Assumption 5.
{[
Xt
Yt
]}
t
is nonconstant, and a continuous random variable for all t.
Theorem 1. For any  > 0, there exists a sufficiently large N such that for all n ≥ N ,
E
[
DCovk,ln
]
= DCovρk,ρl +O
(
1
n
)
+O()
Var
[
DCovk,ln
]
= O
(
1
n
)
+O()
Proof. In the case that X and Y represent i.i.d. random variables, as in Shen et al. [20], then
(.1) DCovρk,ρl(X,Y ) = E
[
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)
]
+O
(
1
n
)
for any i 6= j. For time series, we defined
DCovρk,ρl(Xt, Yt) =
∫
Rp×Rq
{
E[hρkXt(u)h
ρl
Y ′t
(v)]− E[hρkXt(u)]E[h
ρl
Y ′t
(v)]
}
w(u, v)dudv
for independent copies of the series (Xt, Yt) and (X ′t, Y ′t ). For a finite time series sample, observa-
tions Xi and Xj may not be independent, and .1 may not hold. However, due to the continuity of
E
[
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)
]
over the set of joint distributions (Xi, Yi) and (Xj , Yj) [14] and As-
sumption 4, we have that there is a γ ∈ N (dependent on ) such that
|E [AijBjiI(RAij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)]− DCovρk,ρl | < 
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for |i− j| > γ. Thus, when computing
E
[
DCovk,ln
]
= E
 1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i,j
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)

=
1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i,j
E
[
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)
]
for index pairs (i, j) such that |i − j| > γ, we can apply Theorem 5 of Shen et al. [20] to simplify the
expectation to DCorrρk,ρl and be off by at most O(). We count the fraction of index pairs for which
|i− j| ≤ γ.
n+ 2
∑γ
i=1(n− i)
n(n− 1) =
(1 + 2γ)n+ γ(1 + γ)
n(n− 1) = O
(
1
n
)
Then, the fraction of index pairs for which |i− j| > γ is equal to:
n2 − (1 + 2γ)n+ γ(1 + γ)
n2
For these index pairs, we can apply the argument from Theorem 5 of Shen et al. [20], and we have that
for sufficiently large n:
E
[
DCovk,ln
]
=
n2 − (1 + 2γ)n+ γ(1 + γ)
n2
·
[
DCovρk,ρl +O() +O
(
1
n
)]
+O
(
1
n
)
= DCovρk,ρl +O() +O
(
1
n
)
We argue very similarly for the variance.
Var
[
DCovk,ln
]
= Var
 1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i,j
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)

=
1
n2(n− 1)2Var
 n∑
i,j
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l)

(.2) =
1
n2(n− 1)2Cov
 n∑
i,j
AijBjiI(R
A
ij ≤ k)I(RBji ≤ l),
n∑
s,t
AstBtsI(R
A
st ≤ k)I(RBts ≤ l)

Given an , invoking the continuity of .2 with respect to the joint distribution of (Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj),
(Xs, Ys), and (Xt, Yt), we are concerned with sets of indices i, j, s, t being beyond γ() distance of
one another, as as these are the indices for which the components can be considered approximately
independent. To such sets of indices, we have n choices for the first index, at most n− 2γ − 1 choices
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for the second, and so on (n is assumed large enough). Thus, the fraction of these “approximately
independent" indices is:
n(n− 2γ − 1)(n− 4γ − 2)(n− 6γ − 3)
n2(n− 1)2
Similarly, the number of elements for which there is dependence between time series components in
elements of either time series is at most:
n4 − n(n− 2γ − 1)(n− 4γ − 2)(n− 6γ − 3)
n4
= O
(
1
n
)
In the i.i.d. case, Shen et al. [20] found Var
[
DCovk,ln
]
= O ( 1n). Thus, we can use this for the approxi-
mately independent elements, being off by O() and we have:
Var
[
DCovk,ln
]
=
n(n− 2γ − 1)(n− 4γ − 2)(n− 6γ − 3)
n2(n− 1)2 ·
[
O
(
1
n
)
+O()
]
+O
(
1
n
)
= O
(
1
n
)
+O()
Theorem 2. For each j ∈ {0, ...,M}, DCovk,ln (j) n→∞→ DCovρk,ρl(j) in probability.
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 1 and Chebyshev’s inequality. Take any a > 0 and any j.
P
[
|DCovk,ln − DCovρk,ρl | > a
]
= P
[
|DCovk,ln − E[DCovk,ln ] +O
(
1
n
)
+O()| > a
]
≤ P
[
|DCovk,ln − E[DCovk,ln ]|+ |O
(
1
n
)
|+ |O()| > a
]
≤ P
[
|DCovk,ln − E[DCovk,ln ]| > a− |O
(
1
n
)
| − |O()|
]
≤ Var
[
DCovk,ln
]
(a− |O ( 1n) | − |O()|)2
For a fixed a, this probability approaches can be made arbitrarily small for large enough n.
To inspect validity, we first show that the block permuted Ypi(t) is distributed the same as {Yt},
conditioned on previous observations, asymptotically for every t. We then show thatXt is asymptotically
independent of Ypi(t−j) for all |j| ≤ M . With these two facts in place, the approximately independently
sampled processes, (Xt) and (Ypi(t)), are used to evaluate observations of the test statistic under the
null. From these observations, a valid test is produced.
Theorem 3. Under the null, P (T ∗n ≥ Tn,Rn,α) → α as n → ∞. DCorrX and MGCX using block
permutation are asymptotically valid.
Proof. We first show that the distribution of Ypi(t)|pi(t−1),pi(t−2),... is asymptotically the same as that
of Yt | Yt−1, Yt−1, .... For any index t, this will be true if Ypi(t) “close" to the components on which it is
dependent. Specifically, given any  consider γ such that:
sup |FYt|Yt−1,Yt−2,...,Yt−j − FYt|Yt−1,Yt−2,...| <  for j > γ
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where Yt−1, Yt−2, ... represents the infinite sequence of past values. Such a γ exists due to Assumption
4, as for large j, the two conditional distributions will be approximately equal. Let n be large enough
such that bn > γ. For permuted series Ypi(t), we will have that pi(t) = t, pi(t− 1) = t− 1, ..., pi(t− γ) =
t− γ for all indices, except potentially those where t is within the first γ indices of a block. The fraction
of such indices is γbn , which approaches 0 as n gets large by Assumption 3. Because  can be taken
arbitrarily small, FYpi(t)|pi(t−1),pi(t−2),... approaches FYt|Yt−1,Yt−1,... in probability for large n and any t.
Next, we show that for each t, Xt and Ypi(t) are asymptotically sampled independently. By assump-
tion, this requires t and pi(t) to be sufficiently far. Given any , choose γ such that:
sup |FXt,Yt−j − FXtFYt−j | <  for j ≥ γ
For asymptotic independence, P (|t − pi(t − j)| < γ for some |j| < M) must approach 0. Let L =
max{γ,M}, and n be large enough such that bn > L. If index t is in the first L indices of any block,
then it vanishes in probability due to the same argument as above. If t is in the remaining bn−L indices,
then in order for |t− pi(t− j)| < γ for some |j| < M , the permuted block that contains pi(t) must have
pi(t) = t (the block containing the original indices surrounding t). This is one block among nbn choices.
P (|t− pi(t− j)| ≤ γ for some |j| ≤M) ≤ L
bn
· 1 + bn − L
bn
· bn
n
→ 0 as n→∞
by Assumption 3. The resampled (Ypi(t)) are asymptotically independent from the series (Xt), as
the indices t are far from any of the block permuted indices pi(t) with high probability. The statistic
Tn(Xt, Ypi(t)) indeed follows its distribution under the null for growing n, by the continuous mapping
theorem. Let FˆBoot be the empirical CDF generated by the bootstrap replicates, let FˆRn,Tn be the
empirical CDF of Rn observations of Tn under the null, and let FTn be the true distribution of Tn under
the null. By the above discussion, for all δ > 0, s ∈ [−1, 1],  > 0, there is large enough n such that
we can have P [|FˆBoot(s) − FˆRn,Tn(s)| > ] < δ2 . For Rn large, by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, we
can have P [|FˆRn,Tn(s) − FTn | > ] < δ2 . Therefore, by letting the number Rn of resampled series
(Ypi(t)) grow with n, say Rn = n, the estimate of the distribution of Tn is consistent, implying that
P (T ∗n ≥ Tn,K,α)→ α. DCorrX and MGCX with block permutation are asymptotically valid tests.
Theorem 4. Under the alternative, P (T ∗n ≥ Tn,Rn,α)→ 1 as n→∞. DCorrX and MGCX with block
permutation are consistent.
Proof. Due to Theorem 2, we have the convergence of DCovk,ln (j) → DCovρk,ρl(j) as n → ∞.
Because the test statistic is a finite sum from j = 0 to M , the test statistic will converge in probability to
its population counterpart - either
∑M
j=0 DCov(j) for DCorrX or
∑M
j=0 maxρk,ρl DCovρk,ρl(j) for MGCX.
This value will be nonzero under the alternative [20]. Similarly, due to the argument of Theorem 3,
Tn,Rn,α → 0 in probability as n→∞. Thus, under the alternative, P (T ∗n ≥ Tn,Rn,α)→ 1 as n→∞.
Theorem 5. MˆTn →M∗ in probability as n→∞.
Proof. For each j : 0 ≤ j ≤ M , DCorrk,ln (j) → DCorrρk,ρl(j) in probability. The result follows
from the finiteness of the search space for the maximum.
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